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Breeze - the fun roller. Ergonomic cartridge roller for casual writing.

Sassy, young, fresh design with vivid colors: The new Breeze from Schneider is a “must-have”. 
Guaranteed FUN because of its ergonomic form and its easy-going function. 

Design, ergonomics and writing properties appeal to people of all ages, students and young adults. Breeze is 
extremely comfortable to hold. The recessed grip supports three fingers and the contrasting decorative 
ornaments act as a haptic element which prevents fingers from slipping. The design is similar to a muscle and it 
has that sporty casual look – works great for right and lefthanders.

Breeze writes using the newly developed roller cartridge 852. This sets new standards in terms of ease and 
eclipses all his predecessors. An ink regulator ensures constant ink flow from start to finish. The new ink formula 
is even faster drying and smudge proof when highlighting. The Breeze contains two cartridges 852, one for the 
immediate use and one spare cartridge in the barrel. Each cartridge has a new, unused tip. The royal blue ink is 
erasable.

Replacement cartridges are available in packages of five in royal blue, black, red and green. The cartridge fits in 
Schneider Breeze, Base Senso, Base Ball, ID Duo and in models of other manufacturers.
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Sassy, young, fresh design with vivid colors:The new Breeze from Schneider is a “must-have”. Guaranteed FUN 
because of its ergonomic form and its easy-going function.
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Breeze is an ergonomic cartridge roller for smooth and easy writing. It is available in four colors that attract pupils 
as well as young adults. With this pen, any task can easily be tackled.
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Breeze contains two cartridges 852. One for the immediate use and one spare cartridge in the barrel. 
Replacement cartridges are available in packages of five in royal blue, black, red and green.
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The standard display with 30 Breeze rollers.
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For the presentation of Breeze in shop windows and stores there is attractive decoration material available: A 
decoration display with three original pens, a poster (hanging or standing) and a decoration cube. All items are 
separately available.
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